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Nursing Major. Description: A program that generally prepares individuals in the knowledge, techniques and procedures
for promoting health, providing care for sick, disabled, infirmed, or other individuals or groups.

If you are considering this exciting, growing and rewarding field, you should consider these many awesome
reasons to pursue a career in nursing: The population of the world is living much longer and will need to have
more medical care. So, hospitals and medical facilities are always looking for nurses. You can work when you
want and where you want. Do you want to work part time, full time or as a temporary hire? You can do all of
them. You can take time off for work and find work fast when you want to come back to the field. You can
work three days in a row and have four days off, and be full time employed, too. Nurses are the key link
between doctors and patients. Every situation is different, but many times the patient will interact a great deal
more with the nurse than the doctor. Many nurses find that this is one of the most personally rewarding fields
they can imagine. You may work in a city hospital, in the suburbs or in a rural area. You can work in any state
and any country in the world. If you become a freelance consulting nurse, you can travel to work in most cities
in America for a few days, weeks or months, and then move on to another place. You will find there is nursing
work available wherever you go. You can work in the justice system as a legal nurse consultant, or in trauma
care or wound care. You might work as a writer, teacher or a researcher. There are no end of options when you
become a nurse. You also can earn time and a half for working on holidays and weekends. The field offers
relatively good pay, and you easily can increase your earnings by working more hours, and working on
holidays and weekends. There are many professionals who retire from their first career and continue to work
part time as a nurse to supplement their income. This will certify that you are an expert in that particular
speciality. This will often cause you to earn a higher salary and to increase the demand for your services.
Whatever your interest in nursing, you can probably find a specialty that interests you.
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Chapter 2 : Choose Nursing: FAQs: What types of classes will I have to take to become a nurse?
A nursing major at the baccalaureate level must complete general education studies in basic science and liberal arts
courses, in addition to lower- and upper-division classes in nursing. Internships and other hands-on clinical experiences
may also be required prior to graduation.

Christensen Endowed Scholarship was established in and is awarded to a female nursing student who is also a
single parent. Applicants must have a minimum 2. Our Scholarship and Grant Program is made possible
through generous endowments and memorial funds and are being supplemented by donations from individual
members, lodges, and districts of the Danish Sisterhood. To be eligible for the Elizabeth Garde National
Scholarship, applicants must have a 3. The scholarship is made possible by a generous gift from the David M.
Applicants must identify how they will use their education and training and demonstrate [ Applicants of all
sexual orientations and gender identities are eligible. For more information or to apply, please visit the
scholarship [ Scholars Program is open to underrepresented, low-income and first-generation college-bound
students. The applicant does not have to be a U. Funded by the children of Frances Dunn. Professors Antonen,
Lee and Shirley have generously agreed to act as a screening committee to evaluate candidates for the
scholarship. Awarded to a deserving non-trad single mother in the IS program must be a sophomore, junior, or
senior. Students who have earned at least a 2. Student interns working for John Randolph Foundation are
eligible to apply. The purpose of [ Applicants must have a minimum 3. Financial need may be considered and
[ They must be pursuing a full-time STEM science, technology, engineering or math degree at an accredited,
non-profit public or private four-year college or university in the United States. A minimum cumulative [
Goodson Scholarship is for student pursuing an undergraduate nursing degree. Awards are open to current
high school seniors and undergraduates in Nebraska. Applicants must have at least a 3. Varies Grand Rapids
Community Foundation awards hundreds of scholarships annually primarily to Kent County students bound
for or in college, or those pursuing a technical career. To be eligible for the Violet Wondergem Health Science
Scholarship, students must be residents of Kent or Ottawa counties majoring in a health service-related field at
any accredited Michigan college or university. Varies Current full-time or part-time graduate students enrolled
at an eligible accredited Maryland post-secondary institution in a Masters of Science in Nursing MSN, MS
program, post-graduate certificate program in nursing education, Doctorate PhD, DNP, EdD program or
another graduate-level nursing program required to prepare individuals to become nursing faculty are eligible
to apply. The program is open to higher education students entering their junior and senior years of full-time
undergraduate study in the coming fall. This program is not open to [ The applicant will have maintained a
college GPA of at least 2. Selection will be based on financial need, academic [ To be eligible for this
scholarship the applicant must: We strive to develop our next generation of leaders, as well as help make the
pursuit of a meaningful career in Indian health attainable for American Indian and Alaska Native students.
There are three [ Varies The Irene and Daisy MacGregor Memorial Scholarship is awarded to two students of
high scholastic standing and character who have been accepted into or are pursuing an approved course of
study to become a medical doctor no pre-med, veterinarian or physician assistant at an approved, accredited
medical school. Renewal is conditional upon maintaining a 3. This scholarship is also [ Varies The Freemont
Foundation Scholarship Program is available to graduating high school seniors, undergraduate, and graduate
students. Selected from a nationwide pool of applicants, qualified recipients will become Freemont Scholars.
In order to apply, you must attend an accredited school approved for federal Title IV funding Pell grants,
Stafford loans, PLUS loans ; reside in Addison County, seek a degree in registered nursing or nursing
education and demonstrate financial [ Students who are interested in applying for the scholarship must have a
minimum cumulative 3. Applicants must also have a minimum 3. Must write a essay on [ This award cannot
be used for tuition in an academic program. Applicants must currently be employed as a registered nurse [ She
established this scholarship fund to encourage Grange members to enter the nursing profession. Applicants
must show verification of enrollment in a Nursing Program and of Grange [ The scholarship is awarded to
students who are single parents and have financial need. Preference is given to students in business, education,
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or nursing. Applicants must be enrolled at least half-time and have a minimum 3. Scholarships winners are
required to maintain a 2. The DAR member number of the mother - who is a current, dues-paying member must be on the application. All applicants must [ Varies The purpose of the fund is to provide post-secondary
scholarship assistance to handicapped individuals, or to those persons preparing themselves to work with the
handicapped. The scholarship may provide a non-renewable award for students who will pursue a first-time,
two- or four-year degree, certificate, or diploma from accredited post-secondary institutions. Scholarships will
be applied to the [ You must be enrolled as a degree-seeking student, either part-time or full-time, and attend
one of the following schools: Students must have a minimum 2. For more information or to apply, [ The Board
Members know that Melissa loved to [ A letter of acceptance into the nursing program or the transcript stating
that the applicant is in the Nursing Program must be enclosed with the application. Preference will be given to
candidates from the Lowell, MA area.
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Chapter 3 : The Best Colleges for Nursing in the United States
Preparation for entry-level jobs involves formal and clinical training ranging in length from one to four years. To become
a nurse, one must earn a certificate in practical or vocational nursing, a Diploma in Nursing, an Associate Degree in
Nursing (ADN) or a Bachelor's of Science Degree in Nursing (BSN).

The decision to allow students to choose their minors in nursing school varies by institution. Attending
nursing school comes with a host of important decisions to make about the future. Choosing the right minor
can make an enormous difference in the marketability and income potential for prospective nurses. Talking to
a nursing school advisor will help students make the best decisions about what minor they should choose
when beginning a nursing program. When nursing students get the facts, they can begin their journey to
becoming nurses. Many programs only allow students to choose from specific minors to go along with their
respective nursing degrees. These minor programs are generally created according to the demands in the
nursing field, and they usually help to make nursing students more marketable once they graduate. A few
examples of the minors that nursing students may choose in such programs include integrative human
physiology or health promotion. Students must notify their advisor if they plan to pursue a minor along with
their nursing degree. Other programs allow students to work with an advisor to come up with the best minor to
accompany their careers in nursing. Advisors help students find minors that match up well with their
respective nursing curriculums. The advisors may suggest typical nursing minors such as nutrition,
psychology, or sociology. Nursing students have complete control over their decision for a minor in some
nursing programs. Many use their personal interests outside of the nursing profession to choose a minor. For
example, some students may be interested in music, foreign languages, math, or political science. They have
the freedom to enter their minors at will with no decision-making power given to the nursing programs or
advisors. Popular Minors Nursing Student Choose Some of the most popular minors in the field of nursing
include psychology, nutrition, sociology, foreign language, physiology, mathematics, business administration,
healthcare administration, geriatrics, recreation, creative writing, hospital administration, and journalism. The
nursing minors all depends on the personal interests of the students. It makes since to find minors that make
students more marketable and can bring in the highest income potential possible. Many of these minors can
enhance the joy that nurses experience on their jobs. For example, those who choose journalism or creative
writing minors may write stories told by their patients and even publish some of the inspirational stories that
can help other patients experiencing the same issues. A minor in administration may help those who aspire to
run a nursing agency or hospital. Nurses can also use a minor in administration to pursue their dreams of
owning their own businesses. Another area of interest may be nutrition. This minor can help patients improve
the moods, health, and stamina of their patients so that these patients can live longer, healthier, fulfilling lives.
A minor in a foreign language can also be very beneficial. It can be very helpful to speak the native tongue of
patients when they are receiving medical assistance in their time of need. Patients can feel more comfortable
and at peace with someone who can relate to them. Another great minor is psychology because it helps nurses
understand their patients and themselves. It is important to create strong relationships with the patients and
families since they spend a significant amount of time with these individuals. How to Choose a Minor in
Nursing School Choosing a minor in nursing school is very important to nursing students. They should use
this opportunity to expand their knowledge to make themselves as marketable as possible in the nursing
profession. Some may choose to find a minor that takes them outside of the nursing realm to offer services that
enhance patient relationships. Some nursing students have a clearly defined idea about how they want to
merge seemingly unrelated majors and minors into something that can be a wonderful asset in the nursing
industry. Many may want to stay with a minor that their advisor suggests so that they can improve their
relations with patients, family members, employers, and coworkers. Some want to move up the ladder in the
nursing industry and this is the perfect way to do so. It is okay to listen to the ideas of others, but the final
decision lies in the hands of nursing students. They have to be comfortable with their decisions since it is their
futures. Choosing a minor is one of the most important decisions that nursing students will ever make in their
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lives. It is important to take some ownership in these decisions so that they can have long, happy careers that
they enjoy for years and years to come. Thinking about going to Nursing School? Are you contemplating
going to nursing school, or are you actually in nursing school right now? Nursing school can be challenging,
especially if you do not know what to expect. Here is a great guide by S. This book gives you detailed
information about how to pass nursing school from beginning to end. Page, the creator of this website,
complied all the information students what to know about nursing school into one easy to read guide. She
gives in depth information on how to succeed in nursing school. In this eBook, she reveals the strategies she
used to help her succeed. Here is what the book looks like:
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Chapter 4 : Nursing Major | What Can You Do with a Nursing Degree?
To get a nursing degree, you usually have to major in nursing, unless you do an accelerated program and you already
have a Bachelor's degree, then it's another 2 years of nursing specific schooling.

Grab a morning coffee and a snack and Starbucks or Einstein Bros. A new option, Carthage Cash, even covers
some off-campus meals. Learn more about how the liberal arts prepare you for a successful career. Lots of
schools wear the four-year label. Carthage stands behind it. Each year, the Carthage Theatre Department
commissions an original script by a renowned playwright for its New Play Initiative. Carthage students then
work with the writer to stage it. The Carthage nursing curriculum delivers nearly 1, hours of clinical
experience by the time a student graduates from the program. Carthage has been named a top producer of
Fulbright Fellows three years running: Read about Carthage Fulbright winners. Things look new at Carthage
because they are. Our science center, student union, athletic and recreation center, and numerous residence
halls have all been constructed or newly renovated in the last 15 years. Carthage offers majors, minors and
concentrations in more than 50 areas of study , from archaeology to neuroscience, nursing to music theatre.
Our Summer Undergraduate Research Experience offers select students a research budget, one-on-one
mentoring with a professor, and 10 weeks of analyzing, deciphering â€” and getting paid. Focused on keeping
campus lush forever, we plant between 50 and 75 new trees every year from a variety of species. Carthage was
founded in More than 90 percent of students receive financial aid. Abraham Lincoln was an early Trustee of
the College, and U. Secretary of State John Hay was a Carthage alum. The two still have a proud place on our
campus. Spend some time with them in our Sesquicentennial Plaza. Come to Carthage; hear yourself think â€”
think â€¦ think â€¦ Legend has it that Sesquicentennial Plaza holds a perfect echo. Our Great Lake provides
Carthage students with some amazing views. Think classes on the beach, lake views from the lab, and sunrises
from your dorm room. Lately, the stakes have risen. A team of underclassmen is grinding to prepare a tiny but
powerful Earth-imaging satellite for launch to the International Space Station. Learn about the Carthage core.
With a student-faculty ratio of They will also know who you want to be â€” and how to get you there. See
how easy it is to get involved. There are more than 27 art galleries, a dozen museums, and nine theatres within
25 miles of Carthage. Learn more about our location. Two professors from totally different fields teaching a
single class. This is where the magic happens. Carthage is ranked No. Every J-Term, hundreds of students
travel all over the world on faculty-led study tours.
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Chapter 5 : What Minor Should You Choose for Nursing School?
A course in health assessment will be one of your first nursing classes. In it, you'll practice the art of taking a health
history and conducting a physical exam to form an accurate picture of a client's health, arrive at a diagnosis, and design
a plan of care.

Advanced Concepts in Public Health Ph. DNP programs tend to focus on practical nursing applications and
are usually better suited for students planning to work in high-level administrative positions at a healthcare
facility. Both types of programs can open the door to earning faculty positions at institutes of higher learning.
Some core courses may include: After earning a nursing degree, most graduates seek to obtain employment at
hospitals, long-term care facilities, private practices or other healthcare settings. Though state laws determine
the specific tasks that registered nurses and licensed practical nurses may perform in the workplace, the nature
of the jobs vary by sector and employer. Regardless, all nurses must take the National Council Licensure
Examination NCLEX in order to become certified as either a registered nurse or licensed practical nurse. Their
duties vary by state and position but usually include administering medical treatments and medication,
observing patients, educating patients and families about illness, assisting with diagnosing injuries and illness,
recording patient histories, and offering emotional support. Special Certifications or Licensures: RNs must be
licensed by the state in which they practice. They must also complete some postsecondary training. Their roles
differ from RNs in the duties they may undertake and the amount of education they have undergone. Typical
tasks include monitoring patients, assisting patients with bathing and dressing, changing bandages, recording
patient information, and extending emotional support to patients. LPNs and LVNs usually participate in
approved career training programs that last approximately one year. They must also meet any other licensing
requirements of the state in which they practice. Certified Nursing Assistants Certified nursing assistants
support doctors and other nurses by administering basic care for patients in a variety of healthcare facilities.
Sometimes referred to as nursing aides, these healthcare professionals can be found working in nursing homes,
hospitals, assisted living facilities, and home healthcare services. Duties may include transporting patients
between rooms, helping patients with basic tasks like bathing and dressing , transferring patients from
wheelchairs, measuring and recording vital signs, cleaning equipment, or serving meals. CNAs are usually
required to complete a state-approved career training program. These programs last a few months but are
completed in under a year. Certified nursing assistants must be registered to work in the state in which they
practice. Requirements vary by state but usually include passing a competency exam. After receiving the
proper education and meeting all licensing requirements, APRNs may be allowed to perform certain advanced
primary and specialty healthcare services for patients. Nurse anesthetists, nurse midwives, and nurse
practitioners are all examples of APRNs. Duties and responsibilities vary by specialization. They must also
pass the proper licensing exams, which vary according to their specific area of specialty. APRNs must be
licensed in the state in which they work and meet continuing education requirements.
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Chapter 6 : Major Requirements | Nursing | Carthage College
Classes will focus on taking care of injured and sick patients (meaning physical care, but also emotional care), covering
such topics as pharmacology and administering drugs, surgical nursing, obstetrics, nursing ethics, care of the elderly
and kids, epidemiology, and leadership.

Nursing degree courses typically provide students with an extremely comprehensive education and include a
diverse range of healthcare-related subjects. For example, nurses need an understanding of physiology and
chemistry along with a variety of other science subjects to do their jobs effectively; courses in these subjects
will be included their nursing major. Gerontology involves caring for the elderly and handling their health
needs. Those who minor in gerontology will learn about the aging process and its psychological and
sociological implications. Administration Nurses who aspire to run a healthcare facility may want to consider
a minor in administration as this prepares them for roles in leadership. They will be taught to apply the
principles in a variety of settings including in long term and acute care facilities. Nutrition Food and nutrition
is extremely important when it comes to human health. Nurses who minor in nutrition will be taught a diverse
variety of nutrition-related subjects including the economics of nutrition along with relevant history and public
policy. Psychology Understanding the human mind and behavior can be tremendously useful in a range of
careers, including nursing. A psychology minor can prepare a nurse to work with patients in treatment
facilities for the mentally ill or to be more effective nurses to patients who have difficulty coping with illness.
A minor in psychology may also make a nurse more hirable and allow them to advance further in their career.
Global Health This program provides students with an understanding of issues that affect health around the
world. A global heath program covers topics such as global community health planning and infectious
diseases. Students will also learn about international health work along with global disparities and inequalities
in healthcare. Foreign Languages A foreign language can be extremely helpful for nurses as it allows them to
communicate effectively with patients as they undergo medical care. Patients often feel more at ease when
able to converse with someone in their native tongue. Additionally, being able to speak other languages opens
up a range of career possibilities around the world. Spanish is the most popular option, but almost any foreign
language will be useful in nursing. The right minor is important as it helps the nursing student to broaden their
knowledge and has the potential to make them better nurses. Choosing a minor is one of the most important
decisions a nursing student will make, therefore it should be done carefully.
Chapter 7 : Nursing Scholarships - www.nxgvision.com
Nursing majors bring heightened knowledge of health care practices and technologies and an acute ability to integrate a
patient's health care, personal and spiritual needs to deliver high-quality, evidence-based nursing care.

Chapter 8 : DIfferences Between Nursing Majors & Pre Nursing | allnurses
A major reason why I chose nursing was because it's a job that will never become boring. There will always be a new
patient with some different illness that will always keep you on your toes.

Chapter 9 : 9 Awesome Benefits to Pursue a Career in Nursing - www.nxgvision.com www.nxgvision.com
Undergraduates hoping to become nursing majors have several options. Evaluating your skills and qualifications is
important in choosing which program is right for you. Undergraduates hoping to.
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